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ALLISON ALDRICH  LAURA ROSE BUGAJ
AMY STOPYRA  LAURIE SHEA
BARBARA K. GUTH  LEMON DROP GUILD
BETTY SINK  LESLIE WUNDERLE
CHARLENE KEE  LIAM JAY
CINDY RICE  LINDA CHOCKLETT
CYNTHIA CARTER  LYNN MCCAULEY
DARLENE HEMPEL  MARIE RORRIO
DEB GASS  MARTHA KNOTT
DEBRA BOUCHARD  MARY LANPFHERE
DEE BAGGET  MELTONIA PRESLEY
DENISE MARCUM  NANCY CARRIER
DENISE RODZEN  NORMA STUDEBAKER
ERIC RODZEN  PATRICIA MICHALSKI
EVELYN DAVIS  PAULETTE JOY
FAYE D. RICHARDSON-GREEN  PEGGY LISS
HEIDI DINEEN-SERPIS  PENNY CAMPBELL
JAMES LANPHERE  PNC JIM KING
JOAN SIREK  PNP CAROL KING
JOSEPH STOPYRA  REBECCA CAMPBELL
JOYCE BEVAN  ROCHELE M. JONES
KARIN SIMMONS  SHARON OSBORNE
KATHY BERNING  SHERRY MARECEK
KAY GIBBONS  SHIRLEY ISABELLE
STORMY O’BRIEN

DC

JULIA AINSWORTH  MARY PASKER
GLADYS KEARSE  LORETTA TAYLOR
BRENTA COREY  CHARITA ALBRIGHT
PATRICIA COLLINS  BRENDA HENDERSON
PAULETTE WHITESIDE  FRANCES TAYLOR (MEMORIAM)
DEBRA SANDERS  MARY WADE (MEMORIAM)
MICHELLE HILL  MATTIE PALMORE
BETTIE GRAVES  SIGRID VAUGHN
IRIS HUNT-MILLS  
IOWA

DEPARTMENT OF IOWA

TENNESSEE

BONNIE COREY (MEMORY)          NED SHIVERDECKER (MEMORIAM)
LYNN LARUE (MEMORY)              HAROLD BEEMAN (MEMORIAM)
GLENN W. TAYLOR (IN HONOR)       KATHI J. DUNCAN (IN HONOR)
KENNETH WEBB (IN MEMORY)         JEFFREY BACK (IN HONOR)
RICHARD WIERZBA (IN HONOR)       ENUS D. BECHLER (IN MEMORY)
MIKE ABBEY (IN MEMORY)           ANN ROWELL (IN HONOR)
BARBARA COUNTRYAN                LEVI ROWELL (IN MEMORY)
KATHI DUNCAN                     MARGARET SHAFFER (IN MEMORY)
GLENDA MCCUISTON (IN MEMORY)     LYNN EVANSON (MEMORIAM)
LYNN LARUE (IN MEMORY)           MICHAEL EVANSON (MEMORIAM)
HUGH ED COLLINS (IN MEMORY)      CHRIS MATLICK (IN HONOR)
SLIM MCCUISTON (IN MEMORY)       DAVE KILLOP (IN HONOR)
ANGELENE GARDNER PDP (IN MEMORY) GLENN DOTSON (IN HONOR)
Bring Greetings and Welcome Everyone to the 2020 National Convention Book Quarantine Edition

We hope that everyone is staying safe and we look forward to seeing you in 2021!

President - Julia Ainsworth
1st Vice President – Gladys Kearse
2nd Vice President – Brenda Corey
3rd Vice President – Patricia Collins
Secretary – Paulette Whiteside
Treasurer – Debra Sanders

Betty Graves, Charita Albright-Green, Ruth Chenault, Ida Davis, Frances Taylor - In Memoriam, Brenda Henderson, Helen High, Michelle Hill, Iris Hunt-Mills, Ethel Matthews, Wavelene Midgette, Mary Pasker, Mattie Palmore, Christine Rogers, Loretta Taylor, Sigrid Vaughn, Mary Wade - In Memoriam

Thank you for your faith in me to be one of your National Officers.
I am looking forward to a wonderful Convention in 2021. Be safe and healthy until we can see each other again.